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NUR HAJAH HANINGRUM, A 320 090 236. DRIVE TO FULFILL 
FATHER’S COMMANDS IN MARTIN SCORSESE’S HUGO MOVIE 
(2011): AN INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH, RESEARCH 
PAPER, MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA, 2013 
 
 The major problem of this study is to reveal how is Hugo’s drive to fulfill 
father’s commands in Hugo movie. The objective of this study is to analyze the 
movie based on it’s structural elements and an individual psychological approach. 
 In analysis, the writer uses descriptive qualitative method. The object of 
this study is Hugo directed by Martin Scorsese. The data sources are primary and 
secondary data sources. The primary data source is Hugo movie itself and the 
secondary data sources are the other sources related to the primary data such as 
informations about director’s biography, websites, and the other sources such a 
book related to the individual psychological approach by Alfred Adler. The 
technique of the data collection are watching the movie repeatedly, taking note the 
important part, arranging the data into several groups, selecting particular parts 
that is important and relevant for analysis, drawing conclusion, educational 
implication, and formulate it’s suggestion. The technique of data analysis is 
descriptive analysis. 
 The result of this study is presented in the following conclusions. First, 
Martin Scorsese wants to describe that the hard effort is the process to achieve 
human’s dream. He wants to show that people can achieve their dream with effort 
and never gives up. Second, based on individual psychological analysis, Martin 
Scorsese wants to reflect Hugo’s drive to fulfill father’s commands that can 
produce happiness. 
  
Key words: Drive, Father, Hugo, Individual Psychological 
  
